
WB 27-04-20        

W.A.L.T. Use adjectives in our writing.  

W.I.L.F. I can think carefully about my word choice. I can use interesting adjectives in my 

writing.  I can use co ordinating and subordinating conjunctions in my writing.  

Mountain Trek  

 
❖ Imagine you are one of the group beginning the expedition to climb the mountain. 

What would be your thoughts and feelings at the start of the trek? What equipment 

would you have?  

❖ Describe the first part of your journey. 

We would like you to write a paragraph or passage in your book describing the first part of 

your mountain trek journey. It does not need to be any longer than half a page. Please use co 

ordinating and subordinating conjunctions in your writing too.   

Use your senses to help you with your description.  You may want to jot some ideas down 

before you begin your writing.  What can you see, smell, touch, taste, or hear?   

Think about the activities you have completed on Education City this week; use this learning 

to help you with your writing.  

• You could start with one of these openers: 

We set off with trepidation behind the experienced young guide … 

After a final adjustment of my heavy rucksack, I took the first step of the journey … 

Excitedly, we headed off up the steep path through the trees … 

Words you could use to help you:  



mountain   trail    path   rucksack  exciting       anticipation 

thirsty   breathless    exhausted  

 

You can also use the ‘Alternative Adjective’ sheet to help you select interesting adjectives. 

You will find it here: Class 3, Pupil Zone: Wednesday English WB 27-04-20 

 

Write your paragraph or passage in your book. Once you have finished, please ask an adult to 

scan or take a photograph of it and email it to us at class3@blockleyschool.gloucs.sch.uk. We 

will then mark it, give our feedback and send it back to you.   We look forward to reading 

your Mountain Trek descriptions! 
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